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“Use this star guide to help you recognise, meet and keep your
true soulmate partner and soul friends (astrolovemates) to live
your dream destiny together.”
Written with cosmic energy, ‘Soulmates Love Stars’ is a trilogy
of 12 zodiac novelettes, analogies that give you practical
guidance and further insight into yourself and your loved ones.
Helping you to ‘find your true self’ personality and soulmates.
Each zodiac sign is related to recognising your self
characteristics, love, money, work, health, lucky associations
and sexy soul-mating. All aim to help you make the most of your
personality, love life and potential soulmates. You can also use
this star guide to understand other zodiac signs around you, to
attract more harmony and romantic love into your life by
understanding others needs and motivations. To improve your
life, you can reflect, meditate or look at the lifestyle, attitudes,
behaviours of that sign and see whether these can make a
difference to enhance your life with love, health and wealth in
abundance when looking for direction or interacting with others.
Soulmates Love Stars or ‘Astrolovemates’ a new word concept
first created by Fiona Stewart at the start of the millenium,
means ‘soulmates’ ‘love’ under the ‘stars (astro)’, with advice
on helper ‘soulmates’ you meet on your journey to fulfil your
life path destiny. Astrolovemates puts you back in touch with
your own intuition via cosmic influences of the zodiac
constellations, stars above. Your zodiac (sun) sign is the
strongest influence on your personal development, however a
secondary influence is the zodiac sign associated with your
moon placement at birth, for further insight into emotions, love
and partnership lifestyle traits. Insights for your soul’s fulfilment
or healing any imbalance of mind, body and soul towards
unison.
This star guide reveals an intuition known to the ancients from
millenniums past, that is being rediscovered today. A potential
gateway to the future. Astrolovemates offers you a thoughtprovoking personal love life guide, relating your zodiac
personality, star sign to your true self to help you find your own
brightly shining star within. For more, read EPILOGUE:
Mystical Origins of an Astrolovemates Novelette.

Fiona D’arcy Stewart
I SBN 0-9550457-5-4

Bsc.Biochem.MPhilClinPsych.NLP Business Practitioner
Founder of Astrolovemates, MC-Dev (Manuscripts Creative – Development).
Author Writer, Psychologist, Reiki Master, Marketing Business Advisor.



1. LIBRA – YOUR SELF 

Libra, you are born upon a pair of scales. It is a harmonious
day, when you arrived to complete the centre of a perfect
family. For the rest of your life you are perpetually seeking to
balance the scales of life and justice, sometimes indecisive as
torn between two equal perspectives. Life needs to be just,
peaceful, relaxing and calm for you to be truly happy.
You have a winning, charming, diplomatic manner about
you. Born endearing to others from birth. You have a way of
subtly debating or charmingly smiling to win others, including
your partner, parents and friends over to your way of thinking.
You just want peace and harmony for all.
From an early age, a Libran will aim to live life in
partnership. Perhaps, you dream of having an ideal partner or
soulmate, the perfect companion in life. Always you are the
romantic, looking and dreaming of love. May even marry early
in life, though must take care to look deeply below the rose
tinted spectacles of life.
Otherwise early romance may change with age, then
becoming divorce and once bitten or broken hearted find it
harder to trust. So true to type a Libran once in a relationship
wants harmony and partnership forever, will indulge the partner
yet keep testing to check love runs deep too.
A Libran, you are symbolic with romance, one of the most
seductive romantic lovers of the star signs. You appreciate
romantic settings, sunsets, candlelight meals, walking to
mountaintops for peak experiences. You feel and speak
romance, like a Latin lover.
For a Libran decision-making can be hard. Often, you will
balance all and opposing viewpoints for a just outcome.
Harmony, peace and relaxation for all and self are hard to
achieve.
Librans can make life look easy. Yet under a relaxed, laid
back exterior a Libran is often working very hard to juggle life.
Charm, diplomacy and popularity just smooth the way and are
a natural way of operating. Yet a Libran often works long and
hard hours to maintain lifestyle or family schedules.
8 Soulmates Love Stars ©



10. SCORPIO - LOVE



Love is for you a life mission quest. Independent you are yet
many of you feel lost until you have found your perfect partner,
best friend and soulmate. Honest and true, you love deeply and
sincerely once you find your true one love. However in the
meantime you will discretely pursue loves pleasures to the full,
experimenting creatively, entering into moments of divine wild
passion, and making movies both on and off the bedroom screen.
As a lover you are satisfied, sated and happy often. Yet your
mind may have bizarre quests of what if? Some of you may
crave for or even take part in diverse creative loving and sexual
practices.
You are truly a wondrous loving being, so some of this
sensual craving may be satisfied by playing fantasies in your
mind, reading erotic literature or viewing erotica.
You are truly a very private lover, so some may mistake you
for a quiet non-passionate soul yet underneath beats a passionate
pulse even into old age. You are very passionate when alone
with your loved one or behind closed doors or when making love
in deserted woodlands. Yet may rarely demonstrate excess
emotion or tactileness in public. A look and brief touch of
fingertips says it all in your eyes.
Honest and true, you love deeply and sincerely when you find
your love. Before you find the one, you may find that you satisfy
your lovers, yet though they rarely satisfy you.
They fail to satisfy a deep hidden kernel deep within your
soul. As sometimes you know what you seek yet not where to
find it. When you find it a deep recognition within your soul tells
you this is the one, Then you pursue with quiet determination
and like an eagle bird of prey who has been circling searching
the valley, cruising overhead. You now set your sites like a
target sight on a rifle and rapidly zoom in on your intended.
For when you want something, someone or to do something,
nothing will stand in your way. An intuitive side of you knows
that this kind of soul love only comes past once in a lifetime
and you have been waiting since the moment you were born.
So young or old it seems a long wait as you were born to love.
28 Soulmates Love Stars ©



SAGITTARIUS – SEXY SOULMATING



27. CAPRICORN - MONEY

Your life is run in the fast lane. Sharing an appreciation of art,
theatre, and musical concerts together heightens your senses.
You love to be active and move together; perhaps you take up
dance classes or a leisure activity to keep fit together. Naturally
this wonderful love partner of yours, you cannot wait to show
off to everyone, especially the friends and your social circle.
That is a key psychological test of yours; they must also be
approved of or seen as a desirable match for you. Often you
will have selected them from your social circle, having
observed them at first hand, fallen passionately in love, you
know it is destined to be. You need another to light your fires
of passion, as have a healthy appetite for loves pleasures. You
love to give pleasure and will find many ways to help your
soulmate experience ecstatic bliss by your side. No way must
your beloved take you away from your social circle or cut off
their contact. You live and breathe to be surrounded by others.
Solitude for more than a weekend is more than enough. In the
early days of love, you will talk ceaselessly about their virtues.
After others have met your soulmate, you will enjoy talking
about your love life, how they are the perfect matches for you.
You will fall head over heels in love. You can be reckless in
love, throwing caution to the wind. This is great providing you
have thought it out. Often you have not, just trusted to love, the
fates or whatever. This can mean that the fairytale ending is not
so wonderful as you both imagined, especially yourself. This
can then lead to just as rapid an exit, break-up or divorce. You
are resilient and soon bounce back, engaged again soon or remarried even. You live and let live. Your life is an adventure;
you chalk all your achievements or trials up to experience.
That’s life you lived it and loved it and always will. At least
your tale of love under the stars is never boring; you see more
shooting stars in a short while than others see in a lifetime. You
always live it to the limit, party until you drop and make love
until both are totally exhausted and cannot move. Even if not so
wild, you bring magical moments to light up your beloved’s
life with laughter. Your beloved cannot live without you.

Since a young child, many Capricorns will have been good at
accumulating money, saving money and earning money.
Depending on your application, this may be just small sums or
with dedication large sums. You believe in the concept little acorns
grow into mighty oak trees. You often have a number of savings
accounts, with every one having a little tucked away for a rainy
day. Whether a small earner or larger earner, you always do save.
The threshold for feeling poverty is a lot lower than most zodiac
signs, some are poor when down to their last ten’s of thousands, let
alone pounds. You feel any reduction in funds acutely and take
steps to either rein in or reverse the trend. Capricorns are least
likely to get into debt or fritter their money away. They hate giving
away money, prefer not to lend and would rather someone did
something to earn a gift of money. Though you will when truly
moved be generous to charitable causes, your preference is to give
your time in aiding the needy rather than donating cash.
With age and wisdom more money accumulating skills are
acquired. You will be saving for retirement and ideally an early
retirement escape, if possible so can focus on what you want to do.
Your earlier years will be dedicated to finding your way in the
world and your family. If you have no immediate family, you will
be dedicated to helping the extended family. You are cautious,
why spend lots of money in an expensive restaurant when you can
cook a beautiful candlelit dinner at home for far less. You are
frugal, sometimes people say miserly, yet you know you have to
save more than you spend to move slowly upwards. You make
large purchases when essential, you will value quality transport, so
may be tempted to invest in a top of the range, high mileage
economy car that will last many years. You like your creature
comforts too. You may be able to justify a large wardrobe and
many outfits as essential. Reasons being you have to have a
different one each day of the week, different business and social
roles, and no time for washing or dry cleaning all the time. Your
decisions are made on practicalities. Only adverse planetary
aspects result in Capricorns that are reckless gamblers or wasters
in life. Everything is usually done in moderation, most of the time.

Sagittarius 57

Capricorn 67

ROMANCE YOUR LOVE STARS - SOULMATES

☯

Defining Soulmates
There are many definitions of soulmates, varying from the ultimate
love experience seeking of the holy grail to helper soulmates that
work alongside us during this lifetime on planet earth.

GUIDANCE - ROMANTIC SOUL MATES
“Love, hate, ignore or treat them with indifference,
Live together in blissful union or apart in hatred,
In separation be aware of a hidden shared life purpose,
Your soulmate’s presence will be felt in your waking,
Your restlessness subconscious, nights of angst,
Any which way your destiny falls your paths will cross,
Even alone, your dreams are of soulmate contracts.”

FIONA D’ARCY STEWART
☯

Others have found the following guidance given on soulmates
inspiring, which is partly my own thoughts and partly
extrapolated from late night discussions on the higher meaning
of soulmate philosophy, love and life over many years of
intriguing debates.
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Types of Soulmates
These can be divided into three levels in the hierarchy i) twin
flames soulmates ii) higher twin soulmates iii) lower sister-brother
soulmates and finally helper soulmate associate friends/family.
All of which are magical, a little like a pyramid effect, twin
flames are elusive at the top, then there is a number of higher twin
potential soulmates, then lots of sister-brother soulmates, then
masses of ordinary souls. Most are at the ‘norm’ of soul evolution.
It is commonly recognised that there are degrees of soulmate
liaisons, from the highest plane on nirvana which is often transient,
brief fleeting, cosmic, making the universe move, and very
difficult to love for any duration such soulmates, let alone live
with, compared to a more enduring easier loving lower soulmate.
Occasionally, it is possible to endure a relationship with the
highest of high soulmates who are preoccupied with their soul
mission. More often successful longer duration of soulmates
occurs lower down the hierarchy. Then of course there is just nonsoulmates, normal romantic unions or merely functional couplings
to satisfy a basic urge, that come or go in a lifetime. Soulmates
often face trials with great challenges to equal its bliss in joyful
union, calm at times and others irritating or inflammatory, stormy.
Soulmates can be viewed like a hierarchy and it is possible to
meet more than one type of soulmate in your lifetime, if you
should be so lucky. Though sometimes a lack of passion from
sexual soulmate encounters or soulmate experience is beneficial as
ignorance is bliss, conducive to a peaceful life even. As passionate
sexual soul-mating or a close encounter of such nature once felt,
even if briefly creates a restless questing rarely satisfied again,
then other sexual romantic relationships afterwards pale into
insignificance as the soul hungers after that magical bliss of feeling
at one and at home both within one’s own soul and with another.
© Fiona D’arcy Stewart 91
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Dedicated to the stars,
My soulmates, Yang “Star Dog,”
All who have inspired me
And Derek (DRB) whose idea it was.

☯

For all the above in e-book now or future print (spiral-bound)
version contact your nearest book distributor or www.MCDev.com
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